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Management of Uranium Mine Waste Rock and Mill Tailings 
Discussion Paper DIS-10-01 

 
Comments from: 

Mining and Processing Division 
Environment Canada 

 
General observation  
To the extent possible, definitions and other terms should be developed taking into 
consideration existing regulations and documents, for example, the Metal Mining Effluent 
Regulations (MMER) and the Environmental Code of Practice for Metal Mines.  
However, if definitions do need to differ, then adding the word “uranium” to terms 
related to uranium mining would distinguish them from metal mining terms and prevent 
any confusion or misunderstanding.  
 
Specific comments  
 
3.0    DEFINITIONS 
 
Waste rock 
According to the Discussion Paper DIS-10-01, waste rock is defined as: 

Waste rock – mine rock requiring control because of its potential to release 
hazardous and/or nuclear substances, or is potentially acid generating 

  
According to the Environmental Code of Practice for Metal Mines:  

Waste rock – Rock which does not contain any minerals in sufficient 
concentration to be considered ore, but which must be removed in the mining 
process to provide access to the ore. 

 
Comment: because the definition as described in the Discussion Paper is specific to 
uranium ore mining, to avoid confusion it would be useful to use a different name, such 
as “uranium waste rock.” 
 
Tailings 
According to the Discussion Paper DIS-10-01: 

Tailings are the leached residues, chemical precipitates and the liquid solution 
arising from the processing of the uranium ore.  

 
According to the Environmental Code of Practice for Metal Mines:  

Tailings: The waste material and water mixture that is left over after the mill 
removes the valuable rocks. The rock material in tailings is usually the size of 
sand grains or smaller. 

 
Comment: it would be useful to clarify that the tailings include solids. To avoid any 
possible confusion with metal mine tailings, it would be useful to use a different name, 
such as “uranium tailings.” 
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5.0   POSITION STATEMENT 
 
The proposed position is practical and recognizes that the individual circumstances of 
each proposed uranium mine need to be taken into consideration.   
 
The following additions (shown as underlined text) would serve to strengthen the position 
statement:  
 
“Tailings and mine waste rock shall be managed -- from the exploration stage through the 
life of the mine to closure -- to maximize the use of mine workings such as open pits and 
underground developments….”  

 
 “Tailings and mine waste rock management plans shall consider the characteristics of the 
mine rock or tailings, and best available techniques, and assess alternatives before 
selecting a preferred option that ensures protection of the environment as a whole…”  
 
 
 
 
 


